Lacrosse Ends Season With Second Victory

By Ken Bevis

Saturday Tech lacrosse finished its season with a 12-10 win over the VMI Keydets.

Thus ended the worst season in Hokie lacrosse history, two wins and 11 losses, a season marked by injuries and extremely tough competition. An aspiring schedule pitted the Hokies against numerous scholarship teams, such as UVA, W&L, and UNC.

The Hokies and the Keydets both came out psyched for the game. VMI made up for what they lacked in finesse by hustling and hitting well. The Hokies were forced to play hard as the teams exchanged goals all through the first period ending it in a tie.

Early in the second quarter VMI scored three consecutive goals to put them ahead. The Hokies then showed their true offensive potential by getting three of their own in a two minute span, tying it up. Until late in the fourth quarter the score was never greater than one point apart.

With five minutes left the Hokies went ahead by two and stayed there.

Senior Bobby Knight finished his college career with a spectacular four goal performance. Knight scored twice on extra man offense, capitalizing on VMI penalties, and once with an impressive over the shoulder shot.

Bill Almond scored three goals by running hard and shooting hard in his finest performance of the year. Attackman Peck Miller notably contributed with several assists. Scoring with one goal each were, Dick Dart, David Zentmyre, Henry Jones, Tim Neale, and Dicky Abood.